ABSTRACT. To ascertain whether the ,·elocity of Ice Stream B, \\'est Antarctica, may be controlled by the stres e in its marginal shear zones \ the .. Snake" and the .. Dragon'· ), we undertook a determination of the marginal hear stress in the Dragon near Camp up B by using ice itself as a stress meter. The ob erved marginal shear strain rate of0.14 a -I is used to calculate the marginal shear stress from the flow law of ice determined by creep tests on ice cores from a depth of300 min the Dragon, obtained by using a hot-water icecoring drill. The test-specimen orientation relative to the stress axes in the tests is chosen on the basis of c-axis fabrics so that the test applies horizontal hear across veni<;:al planes parallel to the margin. The resulting marginal shear stress is (2.2 ± 0.3) x 10" Pa. This imp! ie that 63-100% of the ice stream's support against gra,·itationalloading comes from the margins and only 37-Q% from the base. o that the margin play an important role in controlling the ice-stream motion. The marginal shear-stres value is twice that given by the ice-stream model of Echelmeyer and others (1994} and the corresponding strain-rate enhancement factors differ greatly (E ~ 1-2 vs 10-12.5). This large discrepancy could be explained by recrystallization of the ice during or shortly after coring. Estimates of the expected recrystallization time-scale bracket the .....,1 h time-scale of coring and leave the likelihood of recrystallization uncertain. H owe,·er, the observed two-maximum fabric type is not what is expected for annealing recry tallization from the harp single-maximum fabric that would be expected in situ at the high shear strains im·olved ('y ....., 20). Experimental data from \ Vii son (1982) suggest that, if the core did recrystallize, the prior fabric was a two-maximum fabric not substantially different from the observed one, which implies that the measured flow law and deri,·ed marginal shear stres are applicable to the in situ situation. These issues need to be resolved by further work to obtain a more definitive observational assessment of the marginal shear stress.
INTRODUCTION
T he stability of the \\'est Antarctic ice sheet is strongly dependent on the stability of the ice streams that are the main outlet of the ice sheet (Bentley, 1987; Alley, 1990\ . To understand their stabili ty, it is necessary to understand how forces arc partitioned within the ice stream. \\'hereas valley-glacier beha,·ior is controlled both by flow processes at the base and at the margin , in ice stream the width-thickness ratio is so much greater that it was generally considered that ice-tream motion must be controlled mainly by re i tive drag at the base. and that the margins were relatively unimportant. However, the shear strength of the till underlyi ng Ice Stream B is too low to upport the ice stream (K amb, 1991) . Some authors ' e.g. Alley, 1993) have suggested that the ice stream i controlled by" ticky spot '' where the till is either stronger than el ewhere or is absent. An alternative suggestion by Echelmeyer and others (1994, and by I. \\'hillans personal communication l i that the shear margins play an important role in retarding the flow of the ice stream.
The method of measuring the marginal shear stre s is to use the ice itself as a stress meter. The marginal shear strain rate is measured and the shear stre s is calculated from the ice-flow law. To determine the flow law, we obtained core samples of ice from the marginal hear zone and ubjected them to creep rests in the laboratory.
The present paper addresses the above issues by undert,tking a determination of the marginal shear stress of Ice Stream B2 at a point in its southern shear margin (the .. Dragon": see Figure 1 . From this stress we can estimate how the support of the ice stream against gra,·itationalload-in~ is partitioned between the base and margins, which pro-,.ide a measure of the relati,·e importance of the base and margins in controlling the flow.
This work is part of a comprehensive study of ice-stream mechanics by means of borehole geophysics (Engel hardt and others, 1990; Engelhardt and Kamb, 1991 , 1994 , 1997 , in pre : K amb, 1991 K amb and Engelhardt, 1991 , and it bears directly on modelling of ice flow in the marginal shear zones Echelmeyer and other , 199+; R aymond, 1996' . 
FIELD DATA
The above procedure for shear-tres measurement is carried out for a location borehole site "93-6'' near the center of the D ragon about 10 km from Camp Cp B, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . At this ite, the marginal shear strain rate is at a level that i at or near its maximum in a transverse profile through the site (see Fig. 2 '. The shear strain rate has been measured by two different methods. One method used repeat aerial photogrammetry and tracked crevasses over a 1 year interval to give the ,·elocities of the crevas e and hence the strain rates (jackson, 1991; Whillans and others, 1993) . The marginal strain rate ne~r Up B was found to be approx imately 0.14 a ... Retzlaff and others ( 1993,fig. 
7). shows at an enlarged scale the area in the dashed rectangle near the center if the upper panel. Jlarginal shear zones are shown schematicalb with lzemy lines: the Dragon is shown with added cross-hatching to approximate its actual width. Surface-contour elevations are in meters.
,·elocity in the x (downstream ) direction andy is the tran -,·er e coordinate (perpendicular to x. In the econd method, Echclmcycr and others 199+ made repeated ground sun·ey of a profile of marker poles placed across the shear margin, through site 93-6, obtaining the Yelocity profi le reproduced in Figure 2 . According to Echelmeyer and others (199+;  Fig. 2b the shear strain rate at site 93-6 is 0.15 a 1 . In our e\·aluation of the marginal shear stres we take i = O.l+ a -I.
ICE SAMPLES
The ice tested to determine the flow law was obtained in late December 1993 from a depth of 300m in borehole . by means of a hot-water ice-core drill used in conjunction with tandard hot-water drilling from the surface down to 300 m. The core drill retrieves azimuthally unoriented ice core of maximum diameter 7.0 em and maximum length 2m. Two core , each of length 2 m, were obtained from depth 30o-
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DRAGON . 30-t m in borehole 93-6, where the total ice thickness is approximately 950 m. The 300m depth of the core was chosen as a depth great enough to have ice of suitable texture and be below the di turbing effects of crevasses and yet shallow enough that the marginal shear strain rate measured at the surface is expected to be applicable. It i also a depth tolerable for drilling under the restrictive conditions in the Dragon. Access to ite 93-6 for people and equipment {manhauled 1 required special precautions and im·olved special difficultie because of the very extensi,·e crevassing. After retrieYal, the ice cores were kept as cold as possible , c. -10°C for 2 d in insulated Tilson boxes buried in the snow and shielded from solar radiation with plywood sheets. The boxes were then taken by air (cold deck LC-130 flight ) to ~[cl\ lurdo Station, where they were stored at -22°C for about 1.5 months, and where preliminary studies of the ice were made. The boxes were then shipped by sea to the United tates in a refrigerated hipping container at -20' C, and delivered to Pa adena from Port Hueneme transport time 1.5 h where they were put into cold-room and deep-freeze torage at -23 C. The total elapsed time from retrieval to testing of the amples used in this study was 1.5-2.5 years, most of it at a temperature of -23 C. Thi temperature history makes it unlikely that the icc underwent recry tallization before being tested Gow, 199+. except possibly during the hot-water core-drilling operation as discussed in section 7.
ICE STREAM B 12,-~--------~---------------=~~====~~
In the present study, ice from one of the two core from borehole 93-6, core :\o. 93-6-1, was used in the creep te ts. Csing only a single core made it po sible to keep track of the relati,·e orientations of all thin sections and te t specimen .
From the ice core, II oriented thin sections c. 0.5 mm rhick ) were made with a microtome from slab of ice cut from the core wiLh a band saw and cemented to glass places with cyanoacrylate glue. An example of the grain texture shown in the cctions is giYen in Figure 3 . The mean grain Kamb (1959) c-axis fabrics were measured for e,·en of the above thin sections, some in horizontal and some in \'ertical orientations. Although there is statistical fluctuation in the fabric diagrams from section to section, the general pattern is consistent: two fairly broad, unequally strong maxima, both centered approximately in the horizontal plane and at an angle of about 50° ± 10° between them. An example is ., shown in Figure 4 . This is the general type of pattern expected for simple shear in a horizontal direction across Yertical planes (Kamb, 1972, p. 236 ., which is the strain geometry expected in the hear margin. A complete treatment of fabric data from within and outside the shear margin will be given in a later paper.
CREEP TESTS
The ice core to be tested was cut with a band saw into rectangular parallelepipeds in the required orientation ( ee below) and the faces of the parallelepipeds were smoothed with a file. The pieces were tested in unconfined uniaxial compression between plane-parallel stainless-steel platens (Fig. 5) . Test pieces were of aYerage height 4.1 em parallel to the compre ional axis and average cross-sectional area 22 cm 2 in the plane perpendicular to that axis. The test pieces were cut from the core in an orientation such that the core ax i wa perpendicular to the compression axis. and the stronger of the t\\·o c-axi fabric maxima wa at +5 to the com pres ion axis, i.e. centered at pointS in Figure  4 . (Because of tatistical fluctuations in fabric from one thin section to another cut in the same orientation with respect to the core, in some sections the maximum is found ro deviate somewhat from the intended position at , which was established from another thin section. Thi is the case in Figure  4 .) Thi makes the compression test apply maximum hear stres to the test specimen in the same orientation as marginal shear stress was applied to it in the ice sheet, na mely, in a horizonal direction across vertical planes parallel to the +18 margin. This relation holds because the stronger c-axis maximum is normal to the plane of simple shear r Kamb, 1972, p. 236) . Although a measurement of shear stress is the objectiYe, the creep te t used is a compression test because of the wellknown difficulties associated with direct shear-type tests. The compression test is a permi ible substitute because of the insensitivity of the flow law to the mean stress, because of the equivalence of simple shear and pure shear for the The gauges a re located symmetrically on opposite sides of the load axis in order to measure the mm·ement of the loadin~ platen on the center line by averaging the readings of the r" ·o indicators a nd thus eliminating the effect of any slight tilting that occurs. T he shortening displacement, load and temperature near t he specimen arc recorded on a d ata logger as a function of time. The apparatus is enclosed in a thermally insu lated compartment to d a mp the roomtemp erature fluctuations caused mainl y by the cyclic operation of the refrigeration defrost system. The rms variation in temperature in the a ir near the test specimens was 0.1 °C.
In carrying out creep tests to define the ma rginal shea r stress, each pecimen was tested at two stre s levels, such that the re ulting two shear st ra in rates bracketed r or nearly bracketed ) the obsen ·ed ma rgina l shear strain rate o f O.J.+ a 1 • The ma rg ina l shear stress is then obta ined by nonlinear interpolation bet ween (or slight extrapola tion from ) the two data points, as explained in the section Sa. The shear tress across the hear pla ne is one-ha lf of the compressive stress acting at 45° to this pla ne in the te t, a nd for pure shear the compressive shear stra in rate sought in the test is one-ha lf the observed ma rg inal shea r strai n rate of O.l-1-a 1 , hence the compressional stress levels in the tests \1 ere chosen to gi,-e measu red longitudinal stra in rates e bracketing the , -a lue e = 0.07 a -I. These relations foll ow from : VIohr's circle.)
Fou r ice specimens from core l'\o. 93-6-1 were tested in the abm·e war The temperature for all tests was -22.0 ± O.l cc.
fairly close to the obsen ·ed temperature of -24.1 °C at dep th 300 m in borehole ".\"o. 93 -5, adjacent to :\'o. 93-6 (H ar rison and Echelmeyer, 1994) . Test parameters a nd results a re li ted in Table I . Test l refers to the creep test at the lower stress, test h to that at the higher strc s. Typical test data a rc gi,·en in Figure 6 , which show platen di placement, load a nd temperature v time for the te t on specimen No. 3d. The strain-rate value given for each test in Table I is the last 3 d average value. As illu trated in Figure 6 , the testing of each specimen bega n with the prelim inary application of a load considerably below the te t !load, for a period of several to 10 d . The stra in rate at these low load did not reach a steady state as reliably a a t the higher stres es of test I a nd test h, hence the result of the low-load tests a re not used in determination of the ma rgi nal shear tress. H owever, the time spent in the prelimina ry low-load part of each run was of value, we think, in counting towards the accumulation of primary creep strain needed to reach steady state in te ts I a nd h.
In interpreting the results in Table I gina! hear stress, as done in cction 5, we assume that the core-sampling procedure captured the ice in its in-itu structural state, in tertia ry creep at very large shear strain. Thus, in the laboratory creep tests the stationary rain rate tha t wa reached once the transient creep had died away is the rate for rene\\·ed tertiary creep, as has been obsen·ed for stopped and restarted laboratory tests 1 Budd and J acka, 1989, p.116, 126, fig. 8 . curYes L3l. It is thus the strain rate appropriate to the in-situ flow of the ice prior to core sa mpling. In section 7 the pos ibility that the aboye assumption is violated due to annealing recrystallization is considered.
INTERPRETATION
a. Marginal shear stress
The strain-rate vs stre s data in Table l can be interpreted in a straightforward way by assuming that a Glen-type llow law applies to the ice in shear across vertical planes parallel to the margin:
where i is engineering shear strain rate across the marginal planes, T is the shear stress across these planes and C is a flow-law constant similar to the A that is usually used. The marginal shear stress T~l is the value o fT that produces the observed marginal shear strain rate of ' Th-1 = 0.14 a -I:
The straightforward way to obtain C from the creep tests is .... to assume that the c-axis fabric i accompanied by a flow anisotropy such that the a-xial compression a in the tests, applied at 45° to the marginal shear planes, produces a simple shear strain rate i across these planes. In this ca e, from .Mohr's circle T = a /2 and e = i / 2 where e is the axial shortening strain rate produced by a. H ence, from Equation (l)
The reason for introducing Bas a separate flow p arameter will become apparent in section 5b. I f we now use Equation ' 3' to interpret the data for tests I and h, 
we ca n obta in Band n by solving Equations 5 :
log a, log eh -log ah log e.,
Then C is obtained from Equation (4 and the marginal shear stress from Equation (2). The abo,·e method uses the Glen-type relation in Equation \3 ) as a means of interpolating (or slightly extrapola ting) non-linearly between the data of test I and test h (Table L to find the stress T~1 that corresponds to the observed '».r. There ults are listed in Table 2 . They indicate a marginal shear stress of (2.4 ± 0.2) x 10 5 Pa. There is only a mode t scatter in the results from the four pecimens. The indicated ,·alue n = 2.9 ± 0.3 is as expected for a shear zone domina ted by simple shea r i Alley, 1992] .
b. Effects of isotropy/anisotropy on the evaluation of T:\l
The abo,·e derivation of T :\1 from the test data implicitly treats the flow of the ice as "perfectly anisotropic" in the way it would be if the fabric were so strong that the ice flowed like a single crystal with its (0001) planes aligned parallel to (or perpendicular to) the marginal planes (see Fig. 7 . and with the flow law in Equation (I) relating shear stress T and shear strain rate i across (0001 ). There is indeed a welldeveloped fabric ,,·ith roughly the e features, as discussed in section 3. (In Figure 7 , the (0001) plane for crystals of the second, weaker maximum in Figure 4 are omitted for clarity; these crystals would contribute to the flow in the a me way as the crystals of the first maximum do, if the econd maximum were p erpendicula r to the first.) There is some qualitati\·e experimental evidence for the assumed fl ow anisotropy: the extensional strain rate perpendicular to the compression axis (center line in Figure 5 ) is smaller in the direction parallel to the marginal planes (x axis in Figure 7 ) than in the direction at 45° to the marginal plane (y axis in Fig ure 7) . This relationship is indicated in Figure 7 by the heavy arrows, which represent the extensional/compressional strain rates in the three perpendicular directions (x, y, z) parallel and perpendicular to the compression <L"Xis of the tests. The extensional strain rates ex and ey (Fig. 7 ) cannot be measured quantitatiYely in our test specimens because the x and y faces are free faces that become slightly ablated by sublimation during the test, but the final specimen dimensions are always reduced relati,·e to the initial dimen ions by a larger amount in the x direction than in the y direction, indicating the ex < ey. The magnitude of the inequa lity er < ey is of the sa me order as the magnitude of e;, to judge from figures in the last three columns ofTable 1, which give the overall change in dimenions of each p ecimen te ted (except ::\o. 3, for which the measurements were inad,·ertently omitted ).
Because e,. and ey cannot be measured quantitatively, we cannot make an evaluation of the te t data on the basis of a model of parametrically adjustable flow anisotropy Uohnson. 1977 : Lliboutry. 1993 Paterson, 1994, p. 99) , which would include the foregoing treatment of "perfect anisotropy" as a limiting case. \ \'e can, however, a sse s the possible effect of "imperfect anisotropy" on the evaluation by treating the limiting case of complete isot ropy of the flow law, the other extreme in the anisotropy/isotropy spectrum. Thi 
de\·ia tor ten or -,: with ten or summation com·ention . A i the tandard flow parameter. \\' hen Equations (8) and 9 , are evaluated for unconfined uniaxial com pres ion in the z direction. with U = -T~: · all Other Tlj = 0, and e:: = -e. we obtain e =Ed' . has been rede ignated T:\!A to call attention to the fact that it i based on the anisotropic treatment in section 5a. From Equation 113 . we see that for n = 3, T~IA =0.83~1!, or r~n = 1.21 r~IA· Thus. the maximum correction to the ani otropic evaluation on account of ·'imperfect" anisotropy is a 21% increase in the marginal shea r stress over the value li ted in Table 2 . The corrected value could be increa ed in thi way at most to (2.9 ± 0.2) x 10 5 Pa. H owever, the flow indication of anisotropy (ex < ey , noted above, suggests that the \·alue is not increased this much.
c. Flow-enhancement factor Benchmarks for comparison with the foregoing result a re the marginal shear-stress value T~JP and TMJ that would be implied if the ice in the marginal zone deformed in accordance with standard min imum train-rate isotmpic flow relation such as the one of Paterson !1994, p. 91) or the one of J acka and Budd 0989, fig. I ; also given by Budd andJacka, 1989 . fig. 6 ). At -22~C. the Paterson relation is Equation (8) with n = 3 and A = Ap = 1.4 x 10- 5 Pa obtained in section 5a. which implies that the c-axi fabric ha only a slight effect in weakening the actual ice relative to the tandard, or else that such weakening is counteracted by other effects that strengthen the ice. The discrepancy between the two benchmark value T~tP = 2.5 x 10 5 Pa and r:-.tJ = 3.2 x lcf Pa indicates that we cannot take these values as an absolute reference against which to assess weakening in the marginal shear zone. An alternati\·e repre entati on of the e results i in terms of a flow-enhancement factor E, which is the factor by which the observed marginal hear train rate is increased over the shear strain rate that is given by a sta ndard minimum strain-rate i otropic flow law at the same hear trcs . ~fak ing u e of the im il arity between Equations (!) and (14), we
From Equation 1-1-1 and 15. it follows that Ep = (r~rP/TJ\rA)n. EJ = (r:-.IJ/r~L-\t .
{16)
\ 'alue of E from Equations (16 are li ted in Table 2 . The Paterson benchmark shear tress ~IP = 2.5 x 10 5 Pa i maller than the marginal hear tre s T~ll = 2.9 ± 0.2 x 10 5 Pa based on the isotropic evaluation of our te t data.
The corresponding enhancement factor Er = (r!'IIP / r:\llt is 0.64. Thus, according to the isotropic e\·aluation, the flow is suppressed. not enhanced. relative to the benchmark.
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Such suppre sion could in principle occur. due for example to a c-axis fabric unfavorable to flow e.g. Shoji and Langway, 1988 . fig. 5 ; Paterson,  fig. 5 .71, but we think it more likely that the result indicates that the anisotropic evaluation is closer to being valid than the isotropic one is. This problem does not arise for the Budd andjacka (1989) benchmark stress ~IJ, which is greater than 1\u and corresponds to Er = 1.8.
d. Effect of vertical temperature profile
The \·alue of the marginal hear stress obtained abm·e applie specifically to depth 300 m, where the ice core was obtained and where the temperature is close to the temperature of the laborawry tests. Because the control of the m·er-all ice-stream motion is exercised in terms of the depthaveraged marginal shear stres , and because the flow of ice is sensiti\'e to the temperature, which increases substantially in the lower half of the ice mass, \1·e need to estimate a temperature correction from the 300m shear-stress value r~r to a depth-averaged value 7\t. This is done with the measured temperature profiles in Figure 8 . A profile to depth 500 m was measured by Harrison and Echelmeyer 0995) in borehole 93-5, adjacent to the corehole 93-6. It is g i\·en in Figure  8a . A profile from depth 500 m to the bottom at 914 m was 422 measured by Engelhardt (personal communication, in borehole 93-10, near the outer edge of the marginal zone I km south of93-6 at coordinate y = 1.0 km in Figure 2 ; it is gi\·en in Figure 8b . These profiles were combined into a si ngle vertical absolute-temperature profile T (z ). where z is depth; in this combination, the ice at hole 93-6 was a sumed to be 950 m thick and the temperature curve in Figure 8b was accordingly shifted downward by 36m. The temperature-dependence of the ice-flow law Equation (I)) i taken in the standard form where T 1 is 251 K and C 1 is the \·alue indicated by the test , at T = T 1 . R is the gas constant.
~ ~-+--~--+--~--~~
( 1 7) The activation energy Q 1 is taken to be 60 kJ mol-
T below 263 K = T2, and 139 kJ mol-
T 2 , where Equation (17) 
R T1 T2 R T2 T(z)
In calculating the depth-a\'eraged shear stress f~t, we assume that the marginal shear strain rate ~!, which is measured at the surface, is constant with depth. This is probably a good assumption in the upper part of the ice mass but not near the bed. It is an aspect of the problem of strain-rate di tribution in the marginal shear zone, which has been considered in detai l by Echelmeyer and others (1994) and by Raymond (1996) . Because of weakening of the ice near the bed, where the temperature approaches melting, the contribution from that part of the proflle to the depth-averaged f~r i small and the break-down of the constant 'hr assumption is therefore not serious. Thus, the averaging is done by introduci ng Equations (17) and (18) into Equation (2) and integrating over depth: (19) his the ice thickness (950 m ) and z2 is the depth at which T(z2) = T2. In obtaining Equation (19) from Equation (2), we replace ( -n..I/ Ct) I /n by T~[, the marginal shear stress at 300m dep th, d iscus ed in section 5a.
\ Vhen Equation (19) is e\·aluated numerically with the T(z) data in Figure 8 , the temperature-a\·eraging factor 1\I/r~l is found to have the yaJue 0.98, hardly d ifferent from I, so that there is no appreciable temperature correction fo r the depth-averaged marginal shear stress. Evidently, the ice-weakening effect of the warmer temperature below a depth of about 600 m (Fig. 8b) is offset by the strengthening due to the low temperatures {to -36°C ) aboYe 300m depth (Fig. 8a) ; al o, the actual temperature a t 300m is 2°C lower than the te t temperature of -22°C. The anomalous deep-temperature minimum at ..-v50 m depth is due, as explained by H arri on and Echelmeyer (1994) . to the heat-pump action of thermal conYection in the crevasses that pervade the marginal shear zone to a depth ,.,.,50 m. Becau e of thi creYas ing, the uppermost 50 m of the ice mass must be weakened relative to the unfractured ice below. A very crude estimate of this weakening i~ a factor 0.5. on the basis that the tensile principal stress in dlt' marginal hear zone is relie\·ed by tensile fracture. If we applv this weakening factor to the upper 100m of the ice column l choosing the m·erestimate 100m to asse s the maximum effect,, and correct the calculation in Equation (19, accordingly. we obtain a combined temperature-and-fracture correction factor of 0.91. and a depth-averaged shear sUT"' f~1 = 2.2 x 10' Pa for the anisotropic evaluation and f\I = f:1-u = 2.6 x 10) Pa for the i otropic evaluation.
FORCE BALANCE IN THE ICE STREAM
Tht foregoi ng evidence and argument lead to a depth-a\:eragcd marginal hear stress f~1 of about 12.2 ± 0.3) x 10 5 Pa. This is urprisingly large in relation to the maximum strese~ of about I x 10 3 Pa that are normally found \calculated 1 in glaciers and ice sheet 1 Paterson, p. 212 T\l against the downslope component of gravity and comparing it with the support prm·ided by Ta. In a general way, the larger the fraction of support provided by Ta or T~J, the greater the control exerted by the base or the margin on the flow velocity. The model (Fig. 9i treats an icc stream oflongitudinally con tant cross-section, a sumes no longitudinal gradient of flow and idealize the cross-section a composed of two quadrilateral ymmetrical aero the center line. The neglect of longitudinal gradient ha been dicussed by J ack on 1 1991, p. 771 and by Echelmcycr and other 199+. p. 530. Based on borehole drilling and on a radar profile by Shabtaie and Bentley fl988, fig. 4b ), the centerline icc depth i he = 1200 m and the thickne s at the margin is h~1 = 900 m. The balance of forces for the cross-section. balancing the downslope component of gravity integrated m·cr the eros -ection against the basal drag and the margina l drag m-er unit length of the ice stream, is pg~ (he+ h~r)(sino.) H-= -TalV + 2fMhM (20) where o. is the urface slope. W is the ice-trcam width 31 km . g is gra\·ity and pis ice density. (The light effect of the small trans\·er e slope of the bed i neglected.) The factor 2 come from the two margins (left and right ), and f~1 i a\·cr-agcd vertically a in ection 5d. Equation ( The surface slope o. of the ice tream i not well defined locally because of complex surface irregularitie on a calc ol a few ki lometers Jackson, 1991, fig. 3 ). For illustrative purpo es. we first take the average slope over an approximately 45 km reach centered on Up B, which is o. = 0.0013 fig. 5a model (except near the margins, where Ta decreases l. In this case, the fraction of the driving force that is supported by the basal shear tress, ra/fo, is 37%, and the fraction upported by the margin . 2h~J7\J/l-t"fo. is 63%. The value of a could pos ibly be even higher -Alley and other tl987) u ed 0.0027-which would further lower the fractional upport from the margins. The marginalsupport fraction given by the different models of Echelmcyer and other (1994) range from 35 to 93%.
AJthough thi shows that the margins tend to dominate in controlling the motion of the ice stream in its present acti\·e configuration, we should not lose sight of the fact that the fundamental controlling mechanism that allows the ice trcam to attain its rapid motion in the fir t place is the mechanism of basal lubrication. which cau e the low basal shear stress.
DISCREPANCIES AND THE POSSIDLE ROLE OF RECRYSTALLIZATION
The value T~J = 2.2 x tif Pa is high by a factor of almost 2 relative to the result of a mechanical model of the marginal shear zone by Echelmeycr and o ther (1994, p. 535) . which gives a marginal hear tre of about 1.2 x 10 5 Pa. The corre ponding enhancement factor E for ice in the high i'
marginal zone E = Io-12.5 fEchclmcycr and others, Joumal of Glaciology 1994. figs 3b and+. which is 5 10 times larger than the E value that we obtain Table 21 . The e differences in T:\t and E constitute a fundamental discrepancy. which need to be clarified.\ \c first discuss two other seemingly related di crepancies and then consider their po ible explanation in terms of recry. tallization of the core. The mode t E \'alues of l.l -1.2 or 2.3-2.5 Table 2 The shear of 1 rv 8-40 is far greater than the 1 rv 2 that i uflicient in the laboratory ' Bouchez and DuYal, 1982) and in a natural hear zone in the Barnes Ice Cap H udleston. 1977. p. 1+5 to eliminate the econdary maximum and sharpen the main maximum to a radius ~20 , gi,·ing a large flow enhancement such as the E = 8 indicated by Jacka and Budd 1989) and the E = 17 found by hoji and Langway 1988). The sharp single-maximum fabr ic and as ociated large flow enhancement expected for 1 2 2 rhu contrast trongly with what the cores show. This i a discrepancy as fundamental as, and parallel to, the di crepancy noted above between our E values and tho e ofEchelmeyer and others \199+,.
At all stage of the fabric-de,·clopment and flow-enhancement sequence seen experimentally from 1 ,....., 0.1 on. strain hadows and mall-angle kink boundaries in the ice grains are abundant ' Kamb, 1972 ' Kamb, , p. 222, 228, 232: \ \'ilson. 1986 \\'ilson and others 1986; Duval and Ca telnau. 1995 . They indicate internal bending due to pia tic deformation by 0001 glide within the individual cry tal grains. They are al o common in ice from the sharp ingle-maximum fabric zone at depth in the ice sheets (R igsby, 1960 (R igsby, . p. 605: Cow and \ \"illiam on. 1976 (R igsby, , p. 1675 Cow, 199+, p. 232 . In contra t. train hadows are very rare in our pecimens and kink bands are not ob erved.
If the marginal ice underwent annealing recrystal lization between the time it \\·as cored and the time we tudicd 42+ and rested it. the discrepancies discussed abo,·e could be explained. at least in a general way; po t-kinematic recrystallization \\"Ould probably eliminate a sharp single-fabric maximum. reduce E to a modest ,·alue and eliminate train hadow and kinks. Thi would allow the unrecry tallized ice in itu to have a large E value and relati,·ely mall T:\t, a predicted by the model of Echclmeyer and other 11994, fig 3b and 41. Although every precaution po ible under the physical constraints of the field work was taken to avoid annealing recrystall ization of the core, what is the possibility that the core recrystallized anyway? No recrystallization took place subsequent to the core· arrival at the Crary Laboratory in M c:\furdo Station. to judge by the following evidence: I. Thin sections made and examined at :\Ic~Iurdo tation showed the same type of two-maximum fabric and the a rne lack of strain shadow as do thin sections made in Pa adena from the same core. 2. At :\Ic:\furdo Station and in ea shipment of the ice to Port Hueneme, as well a in torage in Pa adena, the ice wa kept at or below -20°C. which according to Cow 1994\ i cold enough to pre\·ent recrystallization ( ee also section 3l. It therefore appears that if recrystallization occurred it was during the core drilling or during the two day involved in temporary storage and transport of the core from the drill site to 1\•l cl\Iurdo Station. \\'ithout going into all the details. we estimate that the temperature range-5° to -10°C applie to the surface transport and storage, with con iderably lower temperatures during the flight to ~fc :\Iurdo ration. In the coring operation it elf. done by hot-water drilling. the core was at or near the melting point for about 0.5-l h.
From the abO\·e time-temperature hi tory, we can attempt to judge the likelihood of annealing recrystallization on the ba is of three ources of information:
I. Steinemann ~1958, p. 33-40 studied post-kinematic recrystallization a a function of temperature and the compressi,·e stress a to which the ice wa subjected prior to unloading. Table 3 is a compilation of data on the time for 50% recrystallization. extracted from his figure 3+. 35 and 36. Yalue for O"C are extrapolated from his data for -1.9, -4.8 and -11.5 ' C. \\' e take the stre s a = 5 x 10 5 Pa a appropriate in relation to T:\t ~ 2.5 x 10 5 Pa. For the range -5" to -lOcC, the 50% recry tallization time is rvl00-500 h, omewhat longer than the actual time of about 50 h that the ice wa actually at thi temperature. For 0 C, the 50% recrystallization time i about 5 h. omcwhat longer than the actual 0.5-l h. These figure would suggest t hat the icc core did not have enough time (but not by a wide margin ) to recrystallize during the coring operation or in transit to l\ Ic~[urdo tat ion. H owe\-er. the problem is that in teinemann·s experiment , deformation and annealing recrystallization were at the same temperature. wherea~ in our core the icc was deformed at -2+ C and then annealed at 0°C and -5 to -love. Because of the slowne of ynkinematic recrystallization at -24 C Rig by, 1960. p. 60+: Paterson, 1994. p. 86 . the ice deformed at that lo'' temperature will probably be much more prone to recrystallize at or ncar 0 C. This might reduce the 50% recry tallization times to or below t he actual time .
2. This problem has been addre sed by \\'il on (1982, fig. 5 . who presented time vs grain-size diagram for recrystallization of ice that was deformed at -10 C and fig. 81 presented a imilar diagram but without data points or specification of strain rate or total train) indicating a 50% recrystal lization time of0.5 d. This again uggest that the ice did not have quite enough time to recrystallize. Deformation to a very large total train at the lower temperature -24°C followed by thermal anneali ng at the higher temperature o~c would pre·umably produce more rapid recry tallization but whether it would reduce the recry tallization time-ca lc fro m 0.5 or I d to 0.5 or I h is not pos iblc to ·ay.
3. Daley and Kirby rl98+, fig. 2 ) reported that an icc pecimen deformed to train 0.0+6 at temperature -!!SeC a nd strain rate 3.5 x 10 6 s 1 partially rccry ta ll ized '' hen a face of the peci men was melted so a to freeze it on to a glass slide. The time-scale for temperature near 0 C wa not pecified but we estimate a few secondscertainly not minutes -for the melting/freeze-on procc s. The deformation conditions are extreme in relation to what we are considering here confining pre sure 1200 x 10 3 Pa. yield strength 870 x 10 5 Pa ' but this obsen ·arion hows that \·cry short recrystallization times can occur for deformation at low temperature followed by annealing at or ncar 0 C.
The above as e sment do not provide us with a definite conclusion a to the likelihood for recry tallization of our core but they make it a possibility.
There i , however, one piece of evidence that argues again t po t-kinematic annealing recrystallization of our core: the form of the obsen·ed c-axis fabric. If the fabric rc>tilted from annealing recrystallization at or near 0 C from a sharp single-maximum fabric. a contemplated abo,·e, it would be expected to have the form ob en·ed by Gow 199+) in two ice sample from the sharp single-maximum zone in the Byrd Station deep icc core: the two ~am ple were allowed to anneal for I month at the melting point, rc ulting in a three-to five-fold enlargement of grain it.l'. ,\ similar experiment was carried out by Rig by \1960, p. bO+" with apparently similar re ult . There ulting fabric Gow, 199+, fig. 5 ), although poorly defined because of the small number of g rains (I I and 26) remaining in the samples Extrapola ted from tcinema nn's 1958 data.
II.S C 50 90 -1-. 'iO after recrystallization and grain grm' th, show a large diper al of c-axe into either a random pattern or a Yery diffu e small-circle girdle of approximate radius 35-50 centered on the po ition of the former sharp ma.-'(imum. This pattern doe not re emble the two-maximum fabric of Figure 4 .
It would be quite urpri ing if po t-kinematic recrystallization from an initial harp single-maximum pattern of apparent rotational symmetry would re ult in a pattern that is not rotationally symmetric and that fairly well resembles the two-maximum fabric produced experimentally by hear-induced recrystallization from an initially isotropic fabric (K amb. 1972 '. The resemblance is good enough that the marginal-zone fabric can be used section 4) to identify the orientation of the hear plane and the sense of shear across it. The sense comes out con istently correct. which is a successful rest of the interpretation based on the similarity to the experimental fabric . A more complete test is not po ible. because the azimuthal orientation of the core i not known. other than from the fabric. a discussed in section +.
\\'ilson 1 1982. fig 7 and 8 gave c-axis fabric a a function of thermal annealing time for the pecimen discus ed above. They start, before annealing, with a more or lcs well-developed fabric with two broad, sub-equal maxima, which results from pure hear deformation, as can be expected \e.g. K amb, 1972, fig 17a and 18\. For thermal annealing times of up to 8 d , the two maxima are retained but perhap become somewhat broader, with much statistical fluctuation. For longer times, the fabric degrades to a more or less random one. These obsen·ations suggest that, if our core unden\·em thermal annealing recrystallization, the in-situ fabric before recry tallizarion was a two-maximum fabric similar to the one we observe {Fig. 41. In this ca e, since the enhancement factor i determined mainly by the c-axis fabric Shoji and Langway, 1988, p. 150) , the enhancement factor measured from the core should be repreentati\·c of the marginal ice in situ, whether or not it recrystallized, and the inferred value of the marginal shear stress ection 5) hould be at least approx im ately correct. \\'hy the in-situ fabric i not a harp ingle maximum, according to this interpretation, i not explained.
CONCLUSIONS
Ice from the shear margin of Ice Stream B requires a shear stress of 1 2.4 ± 0.2 x 10 5 Pa to deform at the obsen·ed marginal shear strain rate i = 0.14 a 1 • On this basis, the average marginal shear stress, corrected for the vertical variation of ice temperature and (roughly) for crevassing, is f2.2 ± 0.3) x 10.; Pa. Using thi value in a force-ba lance model of the icc trcam shows that the main re istive drag that oppose the driving tres comes from the hear margin . \\'hat urfacc lope to u e in thi model is equi\·ocal but all rea onable value give a predominating role to the margins, which prm·idc 63-100% of the opposing drag.
The marginal hear tre 2.2 x 10 5 Pa i roughly twice as large as the value indicated by the ice-tream model of Echelmeyer and others 1994. The corre ponding flow-enhancement factor differ by a factor of 5-10. This severe discrepancy could possibly be explained by annealing recrystallization of the ice during or after core sampling. However, the form of the ob en·ed fabric is an indication that the core has not recrystallized post-kinematically or ....
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that, if it did recrystallize, this would not have substantially changed the fabric, as experimental data from \\Tilson (1982) suggest. In this case, the measured flow law, which i mainly affected by flow enhancement due to the fabric, should be applicable to the marginal ice in situ and there ulting marginal shear tress (section 5) hould be correct. In case of no recrystallization, the question is why strain shadows and kinks arc absent in the core and, in either case, the question i why a sh arp single-maximum fabric is not present in the ice in situ, contrary to what is expected for a fabric developed at large shear str ain. These and related questions raised in section 7 need to be resolved by further research before we can reach a definitive conclusion as to the marginal shear stress of Ice Stream B and as to whether we have a funda mental problem in the discrepancy ben.veen the marginal shear-stress values obtained by our method (section 5) and by the ice-stream model of Echelmeyer and others (1994) .
